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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter describes two main topic, they are research findings and 

discussion. The data taken in this study are slang term used in Fast and furious 7 

movie. But not all of the dialogue in this movie produces slang term. Therefore, the 

writer describes only a few dialogues that produce slang term. The analysis of the 

study is based on the problems in chapter I. 

A. Research Findings 

This study tries to analyze and classify the selected slang in the form words 

and phrase by dividing into the type of slang language. For classify the type of slang, 

it uses some dictionaries and the characteristic of that slang. For knowing the 

meaning of slang, the whole of selected slang word and phrase in the movie was 

searching through reading the NTC’s Dictionary of American Slang NTC’s 

DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN SLANG AND COLLOQUIAL EXPRESSIONS The 

Most Practical Reference For The Informal Expressions Of Contemporary American 

English,Third edition, The Oxford Dictionary of Slang, The Random House 

Thesaurus of Slang, thesis reference, and watching Fast and Furious 7 movie and 

analyzing each word by understanding Fast and Furious 7 script. And then, to 

classify that words tobe type of slang this study usedtheory that is relevant. It used the 

characteristic of slang based on Eric Partridge’s book that has explained in the 

chapter I. 
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Based on the researcher’s classification the slang, in this study has found three 

types of slang that is used in Fast and Furious 7 movie. They are society slang public 

house slang and soldier slang. For more description, below are analyzing of three 

types of slang. 

1. Type of Slang  

a. Society Slang 

Society slang is commonly used in daily speaking which related to the 

society, one of the kinds of special vocabulary which can be changing with 

the new trend. The characteristic of society slang are hovers, joyously or 

jauntily. 

Based on the statement above, the words that is categorized into 

society slang are Goddamn, Bastards, What the hell, Dibs on that, A high 

five, Boot, Screw up, Badass, Shit, Hit, Freaking out, Chill out, Sit tight, 

Chopper and Bitch. These words suitable with the meanings and the 

characteristic of society slang. The words are closely related with the 

society. 

In this analysis, there are only twenty two slang words and phrase to 

be analyzed because these slangs are often utilized in the dialogue of Fast 

and Furious 7 movie. But there are some slangs that only utilized once. 
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After looking for the slang dictionary and the Website word Goddamn 

means a word Used to express extreme displeasure, anger, or surprise
1
, 

BastardsmeansAn obnoxious and offensive person
2
, What the hell means 

what has happened?
3
,Dibs on thatmeans a claim on something

4
, A high five 

means a greeting where the palm of the hand is raised and slapped against 

another person’s palm similarly raised
5, Clicks means applied to a 

kilometer
6, Bootmeans to start the operating system of a Computer

7, Screw 

up means to mess up
8, Badass means A tough guy

9, Shit means anything bad, 

poor, inferior, unpleasant
10

, Hit means to attack or rob someone or 

something
11

, Freaking out means to panic; to lose control
12, Chill out means 

to calm down
13 , Sit tight means patiently

14
, Chopper means Helicopter

15
, 

and Bitch means unpleasant or irritating female
16

. 

                                                           
1
 The free dictionary.com  accessed on 5

th 
July 2015  

2
 A. Spears, Richard, 2000, NTC’s DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN SLANG AND 

COLLOQUIAL EXPRESSIONS The Most Practical Reference For The Informal Expressions Of 

Contemporary American English ,  3
rd  

ed., P. 19, United State; NTC Publishing Group  
3
Ibid, Pages 462 

4
Ibid, p.  105 

5
Ibid, p. 202 

6
Ayto, john, 1998, The Oxford Dictionary of Slang,  p. 378,  New York; Oxford university 

Press   
7
A. Spears, Richard (2000) p. 47 

8
Ibid, p. 356 

9
Ibid, p. 13 

10
Fergusson ,Rosalind (Compiled from eric partridge and paulbeale), 1994, Shorter Slang 

Dictionary, p. 187,  London and  New York Routledge. 
11

Iibid, p. 203 
12

Ibid, p. 148 
13

Ibid, p. 74 
14

Lewin, Esther and E. lewin, Albert, 1988, THE RANDOM HOUSE THESAURUS SLANG, 

p. 274, New York 
15

A. Spears, Richard (2000), p.76 
16

Ibid,P. 33 
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Below is the explanation of the quoted conversation of Goddamn, 

Bastards, What the hell ,Dibs on that, A high five, Boot, Screw up, Badass, 

Shit, Hit, Freaking out, Chill out, Sit tight, and Bitch. 

1) Goddamn  

The setting was in the Hobb’s office (Diplomatic security service Los 

Angeles division). This word said by Hobb. He talked to Deckard Shaw. 

Deckard Shaw is owen shaw’ brother. He came to Hobb’s office to know a 

team who hurt his little brother. 

The quoted conversation: 

Shaw : Like I said, I'm here for the team that crippled my brother. 

Hobb :There ain't no goddamn team. 

It was just one man, and he's standing right in front of you. 

 

The word goddamn means “an expression which used to express 

extreme displeasure, anger, or surprise.This meaning has taken from free 

dictionary.com”. From the quoted conversation above, it can be assumed that 

the word “Goddamn” means“expression of irritation”.The meaning was 

appropriated with the situation in the movie, where Hobb was irritated, 

because there was unfamiliar boy that operated his computer. Then, the 

writer categorizes this word into society slang because it closely related with 

society. This word is appropriate with the characteristic of society slang.  
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2) Bastard 

The setting was in London, England, it is in the hospital exactly. This 

word said by Deckard shaw. He talked monolog to his little brother who was 

not conscious. He told the past about his and his little brother (Owen Shaw).  

The quoted conversation: 

Deckard : When we were kids... 

You'd start fights with the toughest bastards in the yard. 

But I was the one... 

who were to step in and finish them. 

The word “bastards” means“anobnoxious and offensive person”, 

this meaning has taken from NTC’s dictionary of American slang.In this 

quote conversation above, this study was agreed that the word 

“bastards”means “an obnoxious person”. The meaning was appropriated 

with the situation in the movie, where Deckard told their childhood that fight 

with the strongest people. This word categorized into society slang because 

it is appropriate with the characteristic of the society slang. 

3) What the Hell? 

The setting was in the street where many people assemble to do 

racing, the place namely race wars. This word said by hector when Letty hit 

him in the mouth. Letty is win when she raced with a man. Then all of 

people shouted her “ gost girl” suddenly she remained about the accident 
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who made her amnesia. Hector up her in the behind the letty hit Hector. It 

make Hector said “ letty, What the hell?”. 

The quoted conversation: 

A women: Where you been at, ghost girl 

People: That's the girl...  

People: Ghost girl...  

Hector: Letty, what the hell?  

Damn, Dom! Your girl's still got that swing, homie.  

Dom: You never could take a punch.  

Hector: Right, right. 

 

The word“what the hell”means “what has happened”. This meaning has 

taken from NTC’s American dictionary slang third edition. In this quoted 

conversation, it can be assumed that the phrase “what the hell” means “what has 

happened”. The meaning was appropriated with the situation in the movie, where 

Hector was confused why Letty hit him. This word categorized into society slang 

because it is appropriate with the characteristic of the society slang. 

4) Dibs On That 

This setting was in the beach, Abu Dhabi (united Arab Emirates). 

This word said by Roman who talked with Tej when they saw Ramsey 

whose swimwear. he said to Tej to gave up of Ramsey because he has dibs 

on Ramsey. It made Roman said ”I got dibs on that”. 

The quoted conversation: 

Tej: Now that, is a woman that's worth falling out a plane for.  
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Roman: Get outta there, man. I got dibs on that. You see me looking 

at that.  

Tej: Did you just say "dibs 

What are you, in the fourth grade?  

Roman: Man, can you just get outta there? 

The word “dibs on that”means “a claim on something”. This 

meaning has taken from NTC’s dictionary of American slang third edition. 

In this quoted conversation, it can be assumed that the phrase “dibs on 

that”means “claim to attract”. The meaning was appropriated with the 

situation in the movie, where roman said to Tej that he has been attractive to 

Ramsy. This word categorized into society slang because it is appropriate 

with the characteristic of the society slang 

5) A High Five 

This setting was in the kindergarten where Brian left his son. This 

word said by Brian to his son. After his son took by a woman from his car, 

he asked his son giving a high-five for saying good bey. It made brian said 

“Hey buddy you didn't give me a high-five”. 

The quoted conversation: 

Brian: Hey buddy you didn't give me a high-five? Wait, wait, wait. 

High-five! All right! Yeah, buddy. 

 

The word “high-five”means “a greeting where the palm of the hand 

is raised and slapped against another person’s palm similarly raised”. This 

meaning has taken from NTC’s dictionary of American slang.In the quoted 

conversation above, it can be assumed that the phrase “high-five” means 
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“an expression greeting before leaving”. The meaning was appropriated 

with the situation in the movie, where Brian want to leave His son. He wants 

to say good bye to his son by clap their hand to each other. This word 

categorized into society slang because it is appropriate with the characteristic 

of the society slang. 

6) Boot 

This setting in the helicopter, Jakande asked a man to active god’s 

eye in the computer for looking for torreto and team. It made Jakande said 

“Boot up God's Eye”. 

The quoted conversation: 

Jakande: Boot up God's Eye, and find them. 

A man: I'm getting something. 

I got a positive ID. It's Toretto. 

God's Eye is placing him at Hill and Seventh. 

The word “boot” means to start the operating system of a 

Computer”. This meaning has taken from NTC’s dictionary of American 

slang third edition. Based on the quoted conversation above, this study 

assumed that the word “boot” means “applying computer”. The meaning 

was  appropriated with the situation in the movie, where Jakande want a man 

beside him to apply god’s eye for looking for toretto’s team. This word 

categorized into society slang because it is appropriate with the characteristic 

of the society slang. 
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7) Screwed Up 

This setting was in the mando’s garage. This word said by Brian. 

Mia need Brian went out with Dom to find someone who blows their home 

out. Brian felt that he often screwed up. It made Brian said “ I’ve screwed up 

so many things”. 

The quoted conversation: 

Mia: You okay? - Yeah.  

Brian: This guy's just, relentless. 

Mia: That's why Dom needs you. 

Mia: You two need to find this guy and you need to stop him...  

before he does any more damage to our family. 

Brian: I just... 

I've screwed up so many things. 

I couldn't live with myself if I screwed this up, too 

The word “Screwed up” means “to mess up”. This meaning has 

taken from NTC’s dictionary of American slang third edition. Based on the 

quoted conversation above, this study was agreed that the phrase “Screwed 

up” means “to mess up”. The meaning was appropriated with the situation 

in the movie, where Brian felt that they always mess so many things. He felt 

bad. This word categorized into society slang because it is appropriate with 

the characteristic of the society slang. 

8) Badass 

This setting was in the Base of operations el Segundo, California, this 

word said by Mr. Nobody. He talked to Dom about how is Deckard Shaw 
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look like. The last characteristic about Deckard shaw that he said was“He's a 

legitimate English badass”. 

Mr. Nobody: Look, Shaw's power is that he's a shadow. 

He's really good at getting in and out of places… 

without being seen and leaving nothing but a body 

count in his wake. 

He's a legitimate English badass. 

 

The word “badass”means“a tough guy”. This meaning has taken 

from NTC’s dictionary of American slang third edition.Based on the 

conversation above, this study was agreed that the the word “badass” means 

“a tough guy“. The meaning was appropriated with the situation in the 

movie, where Mr. Nobody said this word to explaid that Deckard shaw is a 

bad person.This word categorized into society slang because it is appropriate 

with the characteristic of the society slang. 

9) Shit 

This setting was in the in the prince penthouse. This word said by 

Brian when he and Dom ride the car that saved god’s eye chip. The car did 

not brake so. It made Brian said “shit!”. 

Brian: Dom. Cars don't fly! 

Cars don't fly! 

Shit! 

Dom: No brakes! 

Brian: What? 

Dom: No brakes!  

Brian: Shit! 
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The word “shit” means “anything bad, poor, inferior, unpleasant”. 

This meaning has taken from Shorter Slang Dictionary. Based on the 

conversation above, this study assumed that the word “shit” means “an 

expression of worry”. The meaning was appropriated with the situation in 

the movie, where Brian very worries when Dom said that a car is no brake. 

This word categorized into society slang because it is appropriate with the 

characteristic of the society slang. 

10) Hit 

This setting is in the Base of operations, this word said by Roman 

when assemble to find the way to release Ramsy. Roman and a team want to 

released her from Jakade, then they have information that Ramsey is 

transported by an armed motorcade through the Caucasus mountain range. 

Roman really want to need leaded the assembly. After Dom give opportunity 

to her, he Don’t want to lead the assembly now. Then, he directly said “Let's 

hit it from here.” 

The quoted conversation: 

Roman: Whatever. I mean, I think...  

Let's hit it from here. 

 

The word “hit” means “to attack or rob someone or something”. 

This meaning has taken from NTC’s Dictionary of American slang third 

edition. Based on the quoted conversation above, this study assumed that the 

word “hit”  means“ to start the mission”. The meaning was appropriated 
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with the situation in the movie. Here, Roman suggested to attach the 

motorcade which brought Ramsy in the street of mountain and to got Ramsy 

back they start the mission in the mountain that pointed by Roman. This 

word categorized into society slang because it is appropriate with the 

characteristic of the society slang. 

11) Freaking Out 

This setting was in the helicopter. This word said by Tej. He joked 

Roman that was afraid to jump the car from the helicopter. It made Tej said 

“Hey, Roman, you're freaking out, ain't you?”. 

The quoted conversation: 

Roman: Yeah, I'm good. 

From the streets, you know what I'm sayin'? 

It's nothing. 

Tej: Hey, Roman, you're freaking out, ain't you? 

Roman: No.  

Tej: Yeah, you are. 

Roman: I said, no 

The word “freaking out” means “to panic; to lose control”. This 

meaning has taken from NTC’s dictionary of American slang third edition. 

Based on the quoted conversation above, this study was agreed that the 

phrase“freaking out” means “to panic”.The meaning was appropriated with 

the situation in the movie, where Tej mocked Roman that felt afraid to jump 

from the helicopter using his car. This word categorized into society slang 

because it is appropriate with the characteristic of the society slang. 
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12) Chill Out 

This setting was in the helicopter. This word said by Roman that 

was annoyed by Tej. Tej joked his that look afraid to do the planning. It 

made Roman said “Can you just chill out, man?”. 

The quoted conversation: 

Tej: Listen man, it takes a grown man to embrace his feelings. 

If you need to cry, just go ahead and cry. 

As your friend, you know I'm concerned about your  

well-being.  

Which is why I took the precaution... 

of putting some adult diapers in your glove compartment.  

Roman: Can you just chill out, man? 

 

The word “chill out”means “to calm down; to be cool; to get cool; 

to relax”.This meaning has takes from NTC’s dictionary of American slang 

third edition. Based on the quoted conversation above, this study was agreed 

that phrase“chill out”means“to calm down”.Roman need Tej calm down 

and stop annoyed him. The meaning was appropriated with the situation in 

the movie. This word categorized into society slang because it is appropriate 

with the characteristic of the society slang. 

13) Sit Tight  

This setting was in the Brian’s car when he has come to the ground after 

jumped from the helicopter. This word said by Brian. He saw that Roman’s car 

still has no come in the ground yet. Roman’s car hang down in the air. Roman 
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need somebody help her because he could not got ground as his friend. It made 

Brian said “Shit. Sit tight, Roman. We'll come back for you”. 

The quoted conversation: 

Roman: Check. - Check.  

I'm good, let's do this. 

Hello? Please man! 

Get me outta here, somebody! 

No! The trees! 

Brian:  Shit. 

Sit tight, Roman. We'll come back for you.  

Roman: This is not the plan! 

The word “sit tight”means “patiently”. This meaning has taken from 

THE RANDOM HOUSE THESAURUS SLANG. Based on the quoted 

conversation above, this study was agreed that the phrase “sit tight” means 

“patiently”. The meaning was appropriated with the situation in the movie, 

when Brian asked Roman to be patient that Brian and the other friend would 

come back to help him later. This word categorized into society slang 

because it is appropriate with the characteristic of the society slang. 

14) Chopper  

This setting was in the car. This word said by Ramsy. By using 

helicopter Jadake found Ramsy. Helping by a man who used god’s eye he 

found Ramsy that ride a blue  car with Brian. Ramsy hacked the god’s eye 

from Jadake, then Jadake send predator to attack them. And Jadake’s 
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helicopter did not follow Brian’s car. It made Ramsy said “ I think we lost 

the chopper”. 

The quoted conversation : 

A man: Sir, I think someone's trying to hack the system.  

Jadake: It's Ramsey. 

Send in the predator! 

Take her out! 

(computer: Releasing predator.) 

Ramsy: I think we lost the chopper 

The word “chopper”means “helicopter”. This meaning has taken 

from NTC’s Dictionary of American slang third edition. Based on the quoted 

conversation above, this study was agreed that the word “chopper” means 

“helicopter”. The meaning was appropriated with the situation in the movie, 

where Ramsy looked at Helicopter that followed them from air. This word 

categorized into society slang because it is appropriate with the characteristic 

of the society slang. 

15) Bitch 

This setting was in the prince Jordanian’s bedroom. This word said 

by bodyguard. Letty was hamstrung bodyguard who save prince’s bedroom 

and entered into prince’s bedroom for cutting cable that can be accessed the 

security system. Ater that, letty went back, In front of the door there are 3 

bodyguards. One of the bodyguard saw a man unawareness. Letty said that it 

because of her charm. Then a bodyguard said “  Youain’t that charming, 

bitch”. 
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The quoted conversation: 

Letty: Would you believe I knocked him out with my charm? 

A bodyguard: You ain't that charming, bitch 

The word “bitch”means “an unpleasant or irritating female”. This 

meaning has taken from NTC’s Dictionary of American slang third 

edition.Based on the quoted conversation above, this study assumed that the 

word “bitch” means “ an easy woman”. The meaning was appropriatedwith 

the situation in the movie, where a bodyguard was irritated to Letty because 

she slip away to prince’s bedroom. This word categorized into society slang 

because it is appropriate with the characteristic of the society slang 

b. Public house slang 

In the chapter two has been description that public house slang has 

some characteristics. And the characteristics of public house slang are genial, 

cheery, materialistic but nor gross or cynical. 

Based on the characteristic of public house slang, the writer 

categorizes the words Man, Mommy, Guy, Kids, Homie, and Buddy as public 

house slang. 

After looking for slang dictionary the words Man means one’s friend; 

a buddy, orexclamation
17

, Mommy means mother
18

, Guy means a fellow; man 

                                                           
17

A. Spears, Richard (2000), p.262 
18

Ayto, john  (1998), p.51 
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or boy
19

, Kids means Children
20

, Homie means a buddy, a pal
21

, and Buddy 

means friend
22

. 

1) Man  

This setting was in the the car that is in the helicopter. This word said by 

Roman. Dom’s team has been jumped from helicopter using car except 

Roman that was afraid to jump his car.  

The quoted conversation:   

Dom: Tej!  

Tej: I'm already on it. 

Roman: Listen, man. Listen 

I'm sorry to let y'all down, okay? I'mma go ahead and stay up here. 

Tej: No, brother. 

 I'm sorry to let you down. 

Roman: What? 

The word “man” means “one’s friend; a buddy, or exclamation”. This 

meaning has taken from NTC’s dictionary of American slang third edition. In 

this quoted conversation above, this study assumed that the word 

“man”means “a buddy”. The meaning appropriated with the situation in the 

movie, where  Romantried to explain  his friends that he want to stay in the 

helicopter. He called his friend using man. This word categorized as public 

house slang because this word appropriate with public house slang. 

 

                                                           
19

A. Spears, Richard (2000), p. 186 
20

Ayto, john  (1998), p. 49 
21

A. Spears, Richard (2000), p. 207 
22

Ayto, john  (1998), p. 62 
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2) Mommy  

This setting was in the dom’s home. This word said by jack he is Brian’s 

son. He and his son go to car. They will ride to the school. And jack asked his 

mother to brian. 

The quoted conversation: 

Briand: What do you think?  

Parking brake slide right up to the school? 

Jack: Where's mommy? 

Brian: I don't know. She's up there. She's coming 

The word “mommy” means “mother”. This meaning has taken from the 

oxford dictionary of slang. Its meaning also suitable in the Random house 

thesaurus of slang. In this quoted conversation above, it can be agreed that the 

word“mommy”means “mother”. The meaning was appropriated with the 

situation in the movie, where Brian was talking with his son asking his wife. 

This word categorized into public house slang because it appropriate with the 

characteristic of the public house slang. 

3) Guy 

This setting was in Mando’s Garage, Montecristo, Dominican Republic. 

This word said by Mia. Mia walked to Brian that watched news in Mando’s 

Garage. She convinced Brain to follow Dom stopping person who almost 

killed her family.  

The quoted conversation: 

Mia: Hey. 
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You okay?  

Brian: Yeah. 

This guy's just, relentless. 

Mia: That's why Dom needs you. 

You two need to find this guy and you need to stop him... 

before he does any more damage to our family. 

The word “guy”means “a fellow; a man or a boy”. This 

meaning has taken from NTC’s DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN SLANG 

AND COLLOQUIAL EXPRESSIONS The Most Practical Reference For The 

Informal Expressions Of Contemporary American English third edition.Base 

on the quoted conversation above, the word “guy” means “a boy or a 

person”. The meaning was appropriated with the situation in the movie, 

where Mia and Brian were talking about someone who exploded their house. 

They called that someone using guy. This word categorized into public house 

slang because it appropriate with the characteristic of the public house slang. 

4) Kid 

This setting was in the car. This word said by Mr. Nobody. During 

attacked Shaw, Mr. Nobody shot. Dom and Brian took him out to hospital, but 

he called his healthy insurance and asked brian to pull over the car. 

The quoted conversation: 

Brian: We gotta get you to a hospital.  

Mr.Nobody: No, you're not. 

I carry my own health insurance. 

SOCOM Medics on standby. They're already inbound. 

Pull over, kid. 
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The word “kid”means “children”. This meaning has taken from the 

oxford dictionary of slang.based on the quoted conversation above, this study 

assumed that the word “kid”means “child”. The meaning was appropriated 

with the situation in the movie, where Mr. Nobody asked Brian to stop the car 

and leave him in the street. And Mr. Nobody called Briad child. This word 

categorized into public house slang because it appropriate with the 

characteristic of the public house slang. 

5) Homie 

This setting was in the place that called race wars, this place use for 

racing. This word said by Hector. Letty won when she race with a man, many 

people shouted “ghost girl” to her. Looking at many people shouted, she 

memorized one accident that made her amnesia. Then Hector raised her, but 

she blow him. 

The quoted conversation: 

A woman: Nice job! 

A woman: Hey! 

That's the girl I heard so much about. 

Where you been at, ghost girl? 

All people: That's the girl... 

Ghost girl... 

Hector: Letty, what the hell? 

Damn, Dom! Your girl's still got that swing, homie. 

Dom: You never could take a punch. 

Hector: Right, right. 

Hector: Hey, man, I'm glad you're back, man. It's good to see you.  

Dom: Good to see you, Hektor. 
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The word “Homie” means “a buddy, a pal”. This meaning has taken 

fromNTC’s DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN SLANG AND COLLOQUIAL 

EXPRESSIONS The Most Practical Reference For The Informal Expressions Of 

Contemporary American English third edition. Based on the conversation above, 

this study assumed that the word “homie” means “buddy”. The meaning was 

appropriated with the situation in the movie, where Hector make conversation 

with Dom, and he called Dom using homie. This word categorized into public 

house slang because it appropriate with the characteristic of the public house 

slang. 

6) Buddy  

This setting was in the car, in front of Jack’s school, when Brian brought 

his son to school. Brian is new of using minivan car, so he was confuse where the 

door button. He asked to his son about it using buddy. 

The quoted conversation: 

Brian: Buddy where's the door button at? Do you know 

A woman: - Hey. - Hey. 

Brian: Yeah, of course. 

I'm new to this. 

A woman: Yeah, you don't seem like the minivan type. 

Brian: No, not exactly. 

Brian: Hey buddy you didn't give me a high-five? Wait, wait, wait. 

High-five! All right! Yeah, buddy. 

Appreciate it, thank you. 

 

The word “buddy” means “friend”. This meaning was taken from the 

oxford dictionary of slang.based on the conversation above, it can be agreed that 
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the word “buddy” means “friend”.The meaning was appropriated with the 

situation in the movie, where Brian called his son using buddy. This word 

categorized into public house slang because it appropriate with the characteristic 

of the public house slang. 

c. Soldier slang 

Soldier slang also called army slang or military slang. This slang relates 

to battle, but much of the military slang comes from the everyday lives. The large 

number of slang terms related to complaining, incompetence, the structures of 

military authority, and bad military food. 

In this study, the word clicks is the only word that have found in the 

script of fast and furious 7 that can be categorized as soldier slang, because in the 

dictionary of slang the word clicks explained that this word originally soldier 

slang. It clearly explains that clicks can be categorized as soldier slang.  

This word is said by a boy. He looks like military. He is in the helicopter 

and watching god eyes to find a place where shaw was holed up. He help Dom’s 

team to catch shaw. He informed to his friend that the distance ten kilometer 

more.  

The quoted conversation: 

Boy: Ten clicks out, boys. Get ready to rock and roll.  

Here we go. Weapons hot   
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The word “click”means “a kilometer or distance
”23

.In the quoted 

conversation above, the word“click” means “kilometers”.The meaning has been 

appropriated with the situation in the movie.  

B. Discussion  

This section presents the discussion based on the findings of the study. The 

discussion is concerned with slang term in the Fast and Furious 7 Movie’s script. 

The finding of this study is answering the research problem of the study as 

follows:  

1. The kinds of slang occurred in Fast and Furious 7 movie. 

The kinds of slang used in this analysis focused on the slang in the form word 

and phrase. The discussion below will be presented in the form of table to mention 

the word that is categorized into type of slang used in Fast and Furious Movie’s 

script. It is conducted to make it more understandable and make easy thereaders in 

reading it. 

a. Society Slang 

No  The Utilized of slang Form of slang 

1 Goddamn  Word  

2 Bastards  Word  

3 What the hell Phrase 

4 Dibs on that Phrase 
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5 A high five Phrase 

6 Boot Word  

7 Screw up Phrase 

8 Badass  Noun 

9 Shit! Word  

10 Hit  Word 

11 Freaking out  Phrase 

12 Chill out  Phrase 

13 Sit tight  Phrase 

14 Chopper Word 

15 Bitch  Word  

   Table4.1. Society slang 

b. Public House Slang 

No  The Utilized of slang Form of slang 

1 Man Word  

2 Mommy  Word 

3 Guy  Word 

4 Kids  Word 

5 Homie Word 

6 Buddy  Word 

Table4.2. Public house slang 
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c. Soldier Slang 

No  The Utilized of slang Form of slang 

1 Clicks Word  

Table4.3 Soldier slang 

Based on the table above, this study concluded that there are twenty two slang 

word and phrase have been classified into type of slang. this analysis limits only 

twenty two slang word and phrase because these slangs often utilized in the dialogue, 

but there are any some slangs used once. From this analysis society slang is the 

highest quantity in Fast and Furious 7 movie. It consists of 15 slangs in the form 

word and phrase. 

d. The meaning of slang used in Fast and Furious 7 movie 

The meanings of the idioms found in Fast and Furious 7 moviebased on the 

slang dictionary,  and then the writer gives the meaning of idioms found and matches 

it based on the story of the Fast and Furious 7 movie. To make it more 

understandable and make easy the readers in reading, the writer presents the table of 

the idioms their meanings and their functions as follows: 

a. Society Slang 

No  The Utilized of 

slang 

The meaning of slang Contextual meaning 

1 Goddamn  Used to express extreme 

displeasure, anger, or surprise  

expression of irritation 
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2 Bastards  “An obnoxious and offensive 

person”  

“an obnoxious person” 
 

3 What the hell “what has happened?” “what has happened” 

 

4 Dibs on that “a claim on something” “claim to attract” 

 

5 A high five ”a greeting where the palmof 

the hand is raised and slapped 

againstanother person’s palm 

similarly raised” 

“an expression greeting 

before leaving” 
 

6 Boot “to start the operating system of 

a 

Computer” 

“applying computer” 

 

7 Screw up “to mess up” “to mess up” 

8 Badass  “A tough guy” “a tough guy“ 

 

9 Shit! “anything bad, poor, inferior, 

unpleasant”.  

“an expression of worry” 

 

10 Hit  “to attack or rob someone or 

something” 

“ to start the mission” 

11 Freaking out  ”to panic; to lose control” “to panic” 

 

12 Chill out  “to calm down; to be cool; to 

get cool; to relax” 

“to calm down”. 

13 Sit tight  “patiently” “patiently”.  

 

14 Chopper “helicopter” “helicopter”.  

 

15 Bitch  “an unpleasant or irritating “ an easy woman” 
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female” 

Table 4.4.Meaning of society slang 

b. Public House Slang 

No  The Utilized of slang The meaning of 

slang 

Contextual 

meaning 

1 Man “one’s friend; a 

buddy, or 

exclamation” 

“abuddy”. 

2 Mommy  ”mother” “mother” 

3 Guy  “person”  “a boy or a 

person” 
 

4 Kids  “Children” “child” 

 

5 Homie “a buddy, a pal” “buddy” 

6 Buddy  “friend” “friend” 

Table4.5. Meaning of public house slang 

c. Soldier Slang 

No  The Utilized of slang The meaning of 

slang 

Contextual 

meaning 

1 Clicks “origmilitary slang; 

applied to a 

kilometre;” 

“kilometers”. 

Table4.6. Soldier slang 
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It is similar with standard dictionary. Slang has many meanings on the slang 

dictionary. But each slang has a meaning depends on its context and story. Based on 

the table above, the meaning of slang is different with the standard language. 

Although it usually found in the form standard language, it has different meaning in 

the spoken. 

 

 


